Kinetic capillary electrophoresis-based affinity screening of aptamer clones.
DNA aptamers are single stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecules artificially selected from random-sequence DNA libraries for their specific binding to a certain target. DNA aptamers have a number of advantages over antibodies and promise to replace them in both diagnostic and therapeutic applications. The development of DNA aptamers involves three major stages: library enrichment, obtaining individual DNA clones, and the affinity screening of the clones. The purpose of the screening is to obtain the nucleotide sequences of aptamers and the binding parameters of their interaction with the target. Highly efficient approaches have been recently developed for the first two stages, while the third stage remained the rate-limiting one. Here, we introduce a new method for affinity screening of individual DNA aptamer clones. The proposed method amalgamates: (i) aptamer amplification by asymmetric PCR (PCR with a primer ratio different from unity), (ii) analysis of aptamer-target interaction, combining in-capillary mixing of reactants by transverse diffusion of laminar flow profiles (TDLFP) and affinity analysis using kinetic capillary electrophoresis (KCE), and (iii) sequencing of only aptamers with satisfying binding parameters. For the first time we showed that aptamer clones can be directly used in TDLFP/KCE-based affinity analysis without an additional purification step after asymmetric PCR amplification. We also demonstrated that mathematical modeling of TDLFP-based mixing allows for the determination of K(d) values for the in-capillary reaction of an aptamer and a target and that the obtained K(d) values can be used for the accurate affinity ranking of aptamers. The proposed method does not require the knowledge of aptamer sequences before screening, avoids lengthy (3-5 h) purification steps of aptamer clones, and minimizes reagent consumption to nanoliters.